Rhenium
Your Applications – Our Challenges
Serving Your Industries with Our Products

Heraeus is your reliable partner for the stable supply of high-quality Rhenium and precious metal products.

STABLE SUPPLY

Super Alloy Industry

High-Purity Pellets
Rhenium and Ruthenium

High-Purity Powder
Rhenium and Ruthenium

High-Purity Platinum Pins and Solutions
Serving Your Industries with Our Products

**Petrochemical Industry**  
(Various Catalysts)

**Medical Industry**

**Space Industry**

**High-Purity Rhenium Salts**

**High-Purity Powder**  
Rhenium and Ruthenium
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Solving Your Unique Challenges.

As experts in precious metals, Heraeus brings engineering know-how and technology innovation to helping you address your most complex challenges in the precious metals lifecycle.

Rhenium Sourcing.

Rhenium is mainly sourced through the Heraeus refining loop. Quantities and qualities are driven by the specific requests of you, our customers.

Global Trading Reach.

With trading offices in Hanau (Germany), New York City, Shanghai and Hong Kong, we provide you with anytime access to our network of precious metals traders.

Serving Your Precious Metal Needs.

As a major precious metal services and products supplier, Heraeus combines state-of-the-art technology, world-class facilities and the industry’s most experienced precious metal experts to give you unrivaled value and service.
Heraeus Precious Metals
The Complete Precious Metals and Rhenium Lifecycle Experts.

Heraeus is a fully integrated precious metal specialist with direct access to sourcing from mines up to the manufacture of products. Our experienced team can provide a single point-of-contact, helping you reduce complexity while streamlining and simplifying your precious metal needs.
FINE METALS

KEY MARKETS
METAL PRODUCTS
FINE METALS
CATALYSTS, PELLETS, SALTS …
FINE METALS

METAL TRADING

IMPURE RHENIUM SALTS, VARIOUS METAL SCRAP AND POWDER, SPENT CATALYSTS

PHYSICAL DELIVERY OR TRANSFER VIA POOL ACCOUNT

METAL RECYCLING

LIFE CYCLE EXPERTS

For our customers, Heraeus is their trusted partner that clears the path for environment protection, regulatory compliance and resource conservation. Our stringent supply chain policy ensures sourcing of metals from legitimate and ethical sources. All of our major refining facilities comply with governmental, federal, state and municipal laws and regulations and are ISO 9001 and 14001 certified to Quality and Environmental Management Standards. Most importantly, they are authorized for treatment and storage of hazardous and non-hazardous waste containing precious metals.


As one of the world’s most trusted precious metals companies, Heraeus will provide you with the metal you need, in your required form and specification. With multiple vaulting locations around the world, you can take advantage of shorter lead times and market opportunities.